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Abstract—Microblogging services, such as Twitter, generate
huge volumes of data reflecting the current zeitgeist. As such they
are of enormous potential value to studies ranging from data
mining to social anthropology. To realize the potential, this study
investigates improvements of algorithms specifically tailored for
the discovery of latent socio-demographic patterns in Twitter
metadata. These newly improved hybrid algorithms improve on
existing ones in terms of speed and scalability (from thousands
of records to millions). Testing on a real-world Twitter data set
(∼7.4 million messages) reveals emergent patterns in global day-
to-day Twitter activity. The results demonstrate novel insight
when applied to real-world Twitter data, practical large-scale
applications of the methods, and suggest potential areas of future
research.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Web 2.0 social media technologies are now part and parcel

of everyday life. Twitter for example began as a novelty

‘status updating’ service but has evolved to mirror current

goings-on in the real world. Services such as Twitter now

offer rich data resources that are invaluable for studying social

phenomena as diverse as current affairs, terrorism and disaster

management.
Existing methods for extracting social metadata cannot

cope with the sheer volume of records now routinely avail-

able. In this study we address the problem by introducing

new algorithms to discover inferences and patterns in current

Twitter metadata. We test the efficacy of these algorithms

using large-scale, real-world datasets.
With the availability of large-scale data collection from

Twitter – e.g. through the Twitter Streaming API, and from

large-scale harvesting methods – microblogging research has

burgeoned in several areas. Literature reviews (e.g. [1]) show

that research on Twitter data (or metadata) falls into two

categories – those primarily dealing with the messages (or

‘tweets’) traversing the Twitter network, and those dealing

with users. Examples of the former category involve re-

search on opinion analysis of tweets with automatic text

classification [2]. For the latter category, examples include

discovering properties of the user network [3], and observing

how information spreads among users [4].
The studies cited above all use metadata attached to every

message and user on Twitter. Most current studies, including

the aforementioned, apply existing algorithms on either user

metadata or message data exclusively. Currently, there is a

dearth of research exploring methods to extract demographics

and behavior patterns from both user and message metadata

combined. In other words, to derive useful inferences from

the combination of Twitter metadata and messages, there is a

need to adapt existing methods, and to derive new methods.

Few papers have dealt with this question. A case study

[5] dealt with the properties on tweets (and their authors)

for popular trending topics, where metadata from the two

domains are used in tandem with one another. That study

identified useful properties of the user base (e.g. gender,

location, device usage), patterns of the users’ messages (e.g.

distribution over time, replies, tags), and used these inferences

in pattern recognition by self-organizing map clustering. A

follow-up study [6] incorporated these methodologies [5] in

a prototype framework for automated analysis and harvesting

using the old Twitter REST API.

As the Twitter API evolved, the Streaming API superseded

the REST API for large-scale data collection. Also, Twitter

introduced newer metadata fields and improved the detail of

existing metadata (e.g. exact geographic coordinates replace

place names in a user profile. These changes create a need

that motivated this study.

II. STATE-OF-THE-ART IN TWITTER INFERENCE

ALGORITHMS

Discovering ‘meaning’ in Twitter metadata requires meth-

ods that apply demographic inferences or heuristics to user

behavior. Simply inferring demographic data from clues in

Twitter metadata is itself an important challenge. The lit-

erature reveals at least four extant approaches. Three deal

with automated feature detection in terms of: (A) gender,

(B) geographic location, and (C) Twitter usage behavior from

device classification. The final approach (D), which quantifies

user activity metrics, has been alluded to in existing research,

but lacks detailed studies.

We begin this study by looking at details of approaches

(A)–(D). In Section IV we look at refinements of these

approaches, evaluate said refinements against existing results,

and discuss the key differences and observations from our

evaluations.

A. Gender Detection from First Names in User Metadata

Gender is a useful attribute in determining the social

dynamics of microblogging users, and is identified in prior

research [7] as a factor influencing information sharing and

social networking behaviour. Some online social networks,

such as Facebook, allow a user to specify her gender as part
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of her user profile information. However, Twitter has no such

capability [1]. As Twitter user profiles do not allow a user to

list his/her gender, we hypothesize that gender can be inferred

by using a user’s real name, via the name metadata field.

Several algorithms in extant research have been devised for

name-based gender inference. One is the GenderFromName
text mining and gender inference algorithm [8] in the Perl

module Text-GenderFromName-0.33. Another is a pa-

per by Gallagher [9], notable for using statistics on popular

names released by the United States Social Security Admin-

istration (US SSA) [10], but in the domain of computer-based

image recognition. The US SSA dataset comprises the most

popular names used to register births in the United States for

each given year, recorded since the year 1880.

For microblogging data, a probabilistic ranking method

using name frequency from the 1990 US Census dataset [11]

has been used in our earlier paper, which introduced the

notion of gender inferences from Twitter user names [6]. This

method employs 5,494 gender-labeled unique and ethnically-

diverse first names, together with frequency information from

1990 US Census statistics, which are stored in a hashtable. A

user’s real given name from Twitter is looked up against the

male names and female names hashes, and the gender with

the highest probability is returned. An average accuracy rate

of approximately 86.6% is achieved on a human-validated test

data set [6].

B. Location Detection from User and Message Metadata

Geographic location is another piece of demographic in-

formation that can be inferred from microblogging metadata.

Location is useful for studies e.g. user distribution across

developing versus developed countries, spatio-temporal dis-

semination of Twitter messages, and coverage of social media

based on geography. Twitter allows a user to supply two forms

of location information:

• either a free-form location string (e.g. Notting Hill)

found in user profile metadata; or

• geographic coordinates (a latitude/longitude pair) em-

bedded in the user metadata (as above) and/or message

metadata.

Prior studies, while few and far between, handled the prob-

lem of inferring country from the location string (in either

latitude/longitude pairs or free-form text) by outsourcing the

strings to third-party commercial geolocation services, such

as the Google Geocoding API [6] or Yahoo Placefinder API
[3].

The drawback is that third-party services are restrictive in

terms of resource limitations, usage quota, volume of data that

can be handled, and licensing. Online geocoding significantly

consumes network bandwidth, and is not ideal for large-

scale geocoding of Twitter messages. There are hard limits

imposed on the quota of location records that can be geocoded

in a window of time; furthermore a high price is incurred

by the service provider. In terms of licensing restrictions, a

current example is the Google Geocoding API which recently

restricted the use of the API to be used only for Google Maps

visualization.

Existing experimental analyses performed in [3], [6] in-

volved only thousands of data points; the above drawbacks

prevent this approach being scaled to handle millions of

records.

C. Inferring Devices and User Mobility

An important piece of metadata in a Twitter message is

source attribute: the name of the software or interface used

to compose the message. The methodology behind prior

related work [5], [6], [3], [12] involves extracting a sample

of source strings from their dataset of Twitter messages and

categorizing the message according to its type.

However, these studies have multiple limitations. Firstly,

the number of category labels for classification are limited,

due to the development of new Twitter software, and hence an

abundance of new source strings. Among the surveyed studies

[5], [3], [12], a maximum of six categories was found in [5];

the category labels were obtained from manual classification.

Secondly, there is a lack of empirical research on the various

categories of source strings; this is because sample sizes used

in prior research were only in the order of thousands [5], [3],

[12]. The framework by Cheong and Lee [6], which had a

sample size of about 14,000 messages and seven category

labels, was somewhat more conclusive with respect to the

studies mentioned previously.

We opine that performance can be improved in a larger-

scale study, due to the ease of availability of Twitter metadata

samples, and the maturation of the Streaming API.

D. Quantifying User Activity Metrics

User activity on a social network is a good way of char-

acterizing or profiling a group of users. For example, Bozkir

et al. [13] have performed research on per-user daily usage

frequency and duration of each usage session with respect to

Facebook demographic analysis.

Examples specific to Twitter include studying how crisis

events could affect one’s messaging habits, e.g. for spreading

information about a crisis or to broadcast their current situa-

tion [4]. Studies similar to [4] mainly focus on user activity on

Twitter in a group setting, with respect to crisis events/trends

experienced by the group, which is alluded to in said group’s

messages.

Studies on individual Twitter user activity patterns, similar

to work by Bozkir et al. [13] on Facebook, are lacking in

current research. The measure of Twitter participation fre-
quency has been introduced in [6], as the ratio of total tweets

over the total age of a user’s Twitter account. Fluctuations

in this frequency can indicate some undue influence affecting

messaging rate over time, e.g. trending behavior [5]. There is,

however, a dearth of larger-scale empirical studies about how

such a frequency can be used to detect user characteristics

and anomalies.
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III. PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS: METHODOLOGY AND

EVALUATION

In this section, we highlight a real-world data set that

we have collated for training, testing and evaluation of our

proposed improvements. Following that, we lay out our im-

provements to the existing inference methods in subsections

(A)–(D), each corresponding to their predecessors in Section

II (A)–(D) respectively. For each of the improvements, we

evaluate their results against those of their predecessors; and

also capture a ‘snapshot’ of the real-world Twitter user base

by running the improved methods on our entire data set.
To alleviate the limitations that exist in earlier studies,

we start by creating a large data set containing raw Twitter

metadata produced by real-world users. This is done from

scratch using the Streaming API as we would require the use

of raw metadata from both users and their messages. Such

a combination was hitherto unavailable in current datasets

which are limited to messages only and have restrictive

usage/licensing terms (e.g. TREC’s Tweets2011 corpus1 and

the now-defunct Edinburgh Twitter Corpus2).
For this paper, we harvested data using the Twitter Stream-

ing API3 for a period of one week (Friday 11 November 2011

1900hrs – Friday 18 November 2011 1900hrs, inclusive). This

is to account for variations in messaging frequency across

timezones and days of the week. A sample of approximately

10% of all tweets is obtained using the Streaming API’s

sample interface.
In total, metadata for 7,863,650 messages authored by

4,491,022 unique users were harvested, and stored in tab-

separated text files. Approximately 10.5 gigabytes of raw

Twitter data were obtained during the observation period. All

the tests in this paper were run on this 7.9M-Record-Dataset.

A. Improved Gender Detection from Heterogeneous First
Names, using Historical Statistics

1) Procedural Improvements: To counter the obsolescence

of the 1990 US Census name data used previously [6], we

modified the ranking algorithm in [6] to use a more suitable

set of name data. A new data set of gender-labeled names –

consisting of 130 years worth of baby name data from the

US Security Administration Baby Names dataset [10] – is

preferred due to several reasons. It covers first names from

a wide variety of cultures (not merely limited to common

Western first names), is bigger in size, and is more up-to-

date than the 1990 Census data [11] used in [6].
Our adaptation of the ranking mechanism from [6] also

differs from algorithms such as [8], as we perform only

simple string matching as opposed to an ensemble (exclu-

sivity, weight, and metaphone-based) algorithm. This is done

1TREC’s Tweets2011 is an anonymized corpus of Twitter message
texts sans user profile information, useful for text-mining. Available from
http://trec.nist.gov/data/tweets/.

2The Edinburgh Twitter Corpus, which was published at
http://demeter.inf.ed.ac.uk/, has now been removed upon
request by Twitter Inc.

3http://apiwiki.twitter.com

to favor the simplicity and processing speed of our simple

ranking algorithm, due to the large size of our ranking

(training) data and our input test data from the 7.9M-Record-
Dataset.

2) Evaluation Results on Accuracy: The test methods used

in [6] employed a test data set extracted from Twitter name

data in mid-2009, when the user base is estimated at 75

million users. This figure has since increased to about 200

million as of 2011, with people from a diverse range of

cultures and languages contributing to 167% growth in users.

This is especially relevant, as the majority of the names

tested against this algorithm consist of Western first names,

and ideally we would need to analyze first names from a

diverse range of cultures and languages. Hence, we sampled

our 7.9M-Record-Dataset for 1,000 first names to reflect the

current zeitgeist in first name trends.

TABLE I
GENDER DETECTION ACCURACY: OUR PROPOSED METHOD VERSUS THE

METHOD IN [6].

Gender Training set Accuracy
Our method US SSA first names from 1880–2012 [10] 87.40%
Method in [6] US Census data from 1990 [11] 76.90%

We then ran both the algorithm in [6] and also our proposed

algorithm on the aforementioned 1,000 first names, using

human validation as the ground truth. As per Table I, our

algorithm recorded an increase of accuracy over the original

method [6]. We have observed that the usage of the 130-year

Baby Names dataset yields good results even for non-Western

names such as Kareem (Arabic), Chan (Chinese), and Shigeru
(Japanese).

3) Evaluation Results on Speed: Speed-wise, our algo-

rithm – employing hashtables which sacrifice memory as

a trade-off for time – runs in constant-time; the resulting

speed is beneficial for large-scale gender detection. When

tested on an input size of one million names, our algorithm

outperfomed the Text-GenderFromName-0.33 Perl al-

gorithm [8] – using parameters as recommended by the

Perl documentation – by 8.64 seconds on average (107.8

seconds versus 116.4 seconds). We arrived at these figures by

obtaining the average of five runs per algorithm on an Intel

Core Duo 3GHz CPU and 2GB of RAM running Windows

XP.

4) Empirical Findings from the 7.9M-Record-Dataset:
We then ran our proposed algorithm against the entirety

of the 7.9M-Record-Dataset to discover the latent gender

distribution patterns found in real-world Twitter users. After

sanitizing our dataset for invalid strings, such as blank, non-

alphabetic, or non-ASCII strings (574,175 entries), we ran

our algorithm on 3,916,847 unique users, yielding the results

in Table II. Unassigned entries are names that the algorithm

cannot assign to either gender (e.g. non-name strings).
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TABLE II
GENDER DISTRIBUTION FROM THE 7.9M-Record-Dataset.

Gender Count Percentage
Male ♂ 1,070,490 27.33%
Female ♀ 1,319,961 33.70%
Unassigned 1,526,396 38.97%
Total 3,916,847 100%

B. Hybrid Location Classification from User and Message
Metadata

1) Improved Algorithm: To avoid using third-party com-

mercial services for geolocating Twitter data, be it free-form

text or latitude/longitude pairs, we have come up with a hybrid

algorithm which caters for both these types of location strings.

Our new, hybrid algorithm is composed of two phases:

• Free-form string parsing with Geodict. For records

where no coordinates were found in their metadata, we

use Warden’s Geodict algorithm [14] to extract location

strings from the free-form location text and attempt to

geocode it to real-world locations. It does so using token

extraction to detect the most likely locations indicated in

a string – proper nouns in title case (e.g. Notting Hill), or

comma-separated proper nouns (e.g. Shanghai, China) –

and cross-references it with approximately four million

records of real-world locations to ascertain the country

directly. If it is a subdivision of a country (e.g. town or

city), a set of coordinates is obtained, which can easily be

parsed using the coordinate reverse-geolocation method

below.

• Coordinate reverse-geolocation. We use public domain

data on country boundaries (for 253 countries) from

Natural Earth [15]. Countries are treated as polygons (in

the shapefile format), which represent their boundaries.

If a latitude-longitude pair is found in user or message

metadata, we use a ‘hit test’ to see if the point is

located within a country’s polygon. If it is, we return

the country’s ISO-3166-1 two-character code as stored

in the geospatial metadata. To improve computational

speed, we implement Finkel’s quadtree algorithm [16]

to narrow the search space. The returned country is

expressed in the ISO-3166-1 format to avoid naming

ambiguities.

2) Performance and Scalability: For the CoordinateRe-
verseGeolocation algorithm, we chose Natural Earth [15] map

data due to its availability in the public domain: i.e. zero

cost, and no licensing restrictions. Natural Earth [15] provides

three scales of map data: 1:10m (the most detailed), 1:50m,

and 1:110m (the least detailed). We have conducted internal

evaluation to select the most suitable set of map data for Co-
ordinateReverseGeolocation, in terms of speed, and mapping

accuracy (the geolocation result can be ambiguated by e.g.

locations straddling country borders). The use of the 1:50m

scale map data is favored in CoordinateReverseGeolocation,

as it strikes a balance between both accuracy and speed.

Fig. 1. Geographic heat-map of Twitter message distribution. The color
intensities represent the number of messages per country (scaled linearly) as
per the map legend. )

Geodict has an advantage of containing open, non-

commercial, mapping data that can easily be updated or

expanded (using a relational database). The free-form string

parsing implementation of Geodict is resource-intensive due

to the sheer size of the location database. However it can

easily be scaled up using cloud computing technologies to

handle a large volume of input. An implementation of Geodict
with a copy of the database is hosted on the Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) platform, which can be deployed at

will at a very low cost (less than USD$0.604 per hour

as trialled in our evaluation in the 7.9M-Record-Dataset in

Section III-B3 that follows). The allocated cloud computing

resources can ‘elastically’ be reallocated to cope with the

scale of input data, which was hitherto impossible to achieve

using commercial third-party services.

3) Empirical Findings from the 7.9M-Record-Dataset:
From the 7.9M-Record-Dataset, our two-phase algorithm

found coordinates in 230,658 records, and free-form location

strings in 2,868,649 messages.

Our algorithm produced a list of ISO-3166-1 country

codes, which is then visualized as a world heat-map in

Figure 1. The heat-map was generated with OpenHeatMap
(http://www.openheatmap.org). Colour intensities in

the heatmap represent total message records found for each

country in the 7.9M-Record-Dataset.

C. Inferring Device Classes and Behavioral Stereotypes

1) Procedural Improvements: To improve on existing stud-

ies on device classes [3], [12], [5], we have collated all

7,863,650 strings of source metadata found in the 7.9M-
Record-Dataset. A frequency distribution is constructed from

these strings, after sanitizing, e.g. removing artifacts due to

character set conversion. A total of 29,097 unique software

client source bins was obtained. From this, we narrowed-down

the 300 most frequently-used software clients, comprising

96.8% of source strings found in our dataset.

4Latest figure as of June 2012, available from
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/pricing/.
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By referring to the Twitter software’s website, or by

performing a web search to determine the nature of a source

string, we classify each of the 300 source strings into suitable

device classes (category labels) using existing findings in [6],

[12] as our seed list. Hitherto undiscovered source strings

were collated into new groups based on similarity.

2) Empirical Findings from the 7.9M-Record-Dataset:
The following list enumerates the device classes from our

classification exercise on the 7.9M-Record-Dataset, seeded

from the list in [6]. In performing said exercise, we document

the characteristics and our observations regarding each device

class (and its observed usage frequency in parentheses). The

following list describes the top ten most common device

classes observed:

1) mobile devices: software allowing Twitter use from a

mobile platform, including the mobile Twitter website

http://m.twitter.com/, Twitter’s SMS inter-

face, and both official and third-party Twitter software

for mobile phones (47.27%).

2) web: the official Twitter website at

http://www.twitter.com/ (32.15%).

3) social network integration: ‘apps’ found in online

social networks (OSNs) such as Facebook which allow

Twitter use from within the other OSN (4.20%).

4) Web 2.0 integration and sharing: Web 2.0 or social

media services that integrate with Twitter for the pur-

pose of content-sharing (3.72%).

5) interfaces (third-party): third-party Twitter programs

or interfaces to Twitter, usually with many advanced

features compared to the official software (2.51%).

6) feed aggregators: web services that generate tweets

from other feeds, such as Really Simple Syndication

(RSS) feeds (2.12%).

7) bots: automated or AI-based bot programs that publish

tweets. Our dataset revealed that such software is a

niche to the Japanese Twitter community (2.11%).

8) marketing tools: programs or web services used for

marketing purposes, such as bulk messaging tools

and group-based automated Twitter software, which

includes applications exhibiting spam-like behavior

(1.17%).

9) alternate proxies: mostly intended for mobile devices,

these sites are Web based ‘proxies’ allowing people to

access Twitter (0.54%).

10) Twitter-based third-party sites: software or web ser-

vices that provide a novel service (such as fancy visual-

ization) which piggybacks on Twitter as the underlying

technology (0.52%).

The pie chart in Figure 2 visually summarizes the distribu-

tion of the various device classes found in the 7.9M-Record-
Dataset as a whole.

A simple hash table can be used to store the classification

labels above, indexed by the software source strings, to allow

for quick device class-labeling on new Twitter data. Hence,

given a source string from a new (unprocessed) user record,

Fig. 2. Distribution of device classes.

a simple hash lookup with the source string as the key will

suffice in determining the device class for the new record.

3) Inferences from Device Classes: Several practical appli-

cations of device class identification include ascertaining user
mobility and usage stereotype. This is based on the premise

that usage of mobile clients (including the mobile Twitter site

or the official SMS interface) can suggest that the user is in

a mobile state, which can be useful in short-term studies of

user behavior during, say, crises or mass mobilization.

Similarly, a user’s usage stereotype can be inferred from a

given device class. For example, given a set of tweets whose

device classes comprise of feed aggregators, marketing and

PR tools, we are able to suggest that the said tweets are

actively composed by corporations/organizations as opposed

to human users of Twitter.

D. User Activity: Deriving Messaging Frequency and Ac-
count Age

1) Improved Metrics: The measure of Twitter participation
frequency has been introduced in [6], as the ratio of total

tweets over the total age of a user’s Twitter account.

In the user domain, two metadata items are provided by

the Twitter API: statuses count (the total number of tweets

the user has composed), and created at (which stores the

time-stamp the account was created). Using these pieces

of metadata, we can obtain a user’s account age [6], and

subsequently, the messaging frequency [6].

Our proposed improvement to the original study [6] in-

volves a slight normalization in the obtained account age.

The account age has been normalized by adding one to the

date difference, to account for rounding up (e.g. an account

six hours old is rounded up to be a day old). This is to account

for the presence of new accounts that might have been created

mere moments before data collection.

We define the normalized account age and message fre-

quency as follows:
ΔNormalized

=
most recent tweets created at −

account age user profiles created at +1

Messaging
=

Σstatuses count

ΔNormalized account agefrequency
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Fig. 3. Messaging frequency of all users in the 7.9M-Record-Dataset, plotted
on a log scale, sans outliers. For reference, a logarithmic trendline was plotted
(y = 3× 108 × x−2.844).

2) Empirical Findings from the 7.9M-Record-Dataset:
The messaging frequencies of all the 4,491,022 unique users

in the 7.9M-Record-Dataset were calculated and plotted on

a histogram (Figure 3) to visualize its overall distribution.

Outliers with messaging frequency > 1,000 (55 such users

exist) were removed for brevity, as they would severely distort

the shape of the histogram.

3) Evaluation of User Messaging Frequency: The his-

togram in Figure 3 approximates a power law initially. As

the messaging frequency goes into the hundreds, we find that

it slowly diverges from a log distribution. We surmise that

the divergence from the power law is caused by tweeting

activity from automated programs or bots, hitherto referenced

in Section III-C.

In terms of real-world tweeting behavior however, it is

impractical for a human user to have a high messaging

frequency in the order of hundreds or even thousands (a

messaging frequency of 240 posts per day amount to about ten

tweets per hour). Our maximum found in the 7.9M-Record-
Dataset is an average of 7,254 tweets per day, or a sustained

rate of ∼5 tweets per minute, which is hardly feasible.

We manually inspected the Twitter profiles of the top five

users in terms of messaging frequency, captured in our 7.9M-
Record-Dataset, in an effort to explain their behavior. Among

all the users with messaging frequency greater than 2000, we

identify two classes of anomalous users based on a manual

inspection of their user profiles:

• Spam users: These are automated programs that broad-

cast spam links en masse. They sometimes exhibit

unusual following behavior. The abnormally high mes-

saging frequency makes it unlikely that the tweets are

composed by a user due to the time and effort involved.

A proportion of these users are successfully flagged as

spam accounts and consequently have their accounts

suspended or banned by Twitter.

• Novelty users: These Twitter users, usually maintained

by automated programs or groups, exist for the sake

of novelty in that their tweets have a niche to them.

An example would be user @ramedias, purportedly

based in Ukraine, which broadcasts up-to-the-minute

temperature information as read from an input device.

IV. FURTHER WORK AND CONCLUSION

This study investigated new algorithms for sociodemo-

graphic pattern discovery in Twitter on a large scale. Our

results show that:

• Combining both message and user metadata yields many

more insights than previous approaches.

• Our adaptations make the algorithms scalable: we

showed they can deal with millions of messages at a

time thanks to their simplicity and robustness.

• When used in conjunction with one another on a large

real-world dataset, our algorithms reveal important prop-

erties of the entire ‘Twitterverse’.

Our work in progress combines inferred demographic infor-

mation with other metadata to find hidden patterns in Twitter

activity, and applications of these methods to datasets related

to major events.
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